
AKASH TRIPATHI   
 
A-1/153, Sewak Park, Dwarka mod, New Delhi, Pin No - 110059   

Email id- akashtripathi25994@gmail.com   

Contact No.- +91-9582377251, 

 

CAREER OBJECTIVE  

 

To give my best to an organization where I could put my knowledge & skills to reach the top of the 
success Pyramid through integrity, sincerity and hard work, thereby proving my worth to myself and 
others.   

 

ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS   

 

 B. TECH (Mechanical engineering) from Apollo Institute of Technology, Kanpur. 

Affiliated To Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow (U.P) with 78.32 % in 2016.  

 H.S.C from Shiv Harsh Kisan Inter College, Basti (U.P) with 68.7 %.   
 S.S.C from S.V.V Higher Secondary School, Basti (U.P) with 67.7 %.   

 
ORGANIZATIONAL EXPERIENCE   

 
Barcode IP   
Designation - Assistant Manager (illustration).  
Duration - December, 2020 to Present.  
 
Barcode IP is an intellectual property paralegal and secretarial support services firm. It provides 
services like proofreading, Illustrations, IP docketing support, Data verification and validation, Office 
section response, Trademark service etc.   

 Responsible for Creating Drawings for PCT, USPTO and countries like the USA, 
Europe, China, Japan, India etc.   
 Responsible for Quality Check of Drawings Prepared by teammates as per their standards 
and Client's Requirements.   
 Handling a dedicated client responsibility including acknowledging email, sending queries 
and reporting of project completions.   
 Responsible for managing and Work on Complex drawing with short deadline.   
 Coordinating and managing the team.   
 Responsible for maintaining the performance and work evaluation sheets of the team.  

Ennoble IP   
Designation - Senior Patent Associate (Design & illustration)   
Duration - August, 2020 to January, 2020.  
  
ENNOBLE IP is a market based intellectual property consulting firm which has built up a major 
client base among Start-ups, SMEs & Universities. It provides a complete package of intellectual 
property services, including patent, trademark, copyright and industrial design.   

 Designing industrial design models in 3D for university and SME projects.   
 Responsible for creating CAD drawing from informal line drawings.   
 Responsible for creative drafting and detailing of patent drawings (Utility patents, Design 
patents, Plant patents) as according to patent rules of USPTO, EPO, IPO, etc. 
 Responsible for creating design models and drawings for Indian patent registration.    
   
 



United Patent Solutions Pvt. Ltd.   
Designation - Patent associate (Drawing & Illustration).   
Duration - December, 2018 to July, 2020. 
   
United Patent Solutions is a paralegal support services firm. UPS is provider for all patent design 
related matters. They used various design software’s like Auto-CAD, Solid works, Visio and 
different 2D and 3D tools.   

 Designing patent Drawings (including claims, detailed description, and drawings).            
 Responsible for handling office sections, replacement drawings, and complex graphs as 
per requirement.   
 Responsible for creative drafting and detailing of patent drawings (Utility patents, Design 
patents, Plant patents) as according to patent rules of USPTO, EPO, IPO, CIPO, etc.   
 Reviewing patent drawings finalized by team members, and mentoring team 
members.  

    

Indica Industries Pvt Ltd.   

Designation - Operation Engineer.   
Duration - May, 2017 to November, 2018. 
   
Indica is a leading manufacturer of foam based technical products, specialized in Noise, Vibration, 
heat and insulation management for industry specific applications.  
  
 Responsible for creative design for tools and fixtures.   
 Responsible for developing a new process for employee evaluation which resulted in 
marked performance improvements.   
 Responsible for daily FOA approval, process and production line inspection.   
 Responsible for making final inspection reports and sampling before dispatch.   

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE KNOWLEDGE   

 AutoCAD (2d&3d).   
 Solid works.  
 Adobe illustrator.   
 MS Visio. 
 MS Office. 

CERTIFICATION   

 Diploma in Product Design.   
 DL101- General Course on Intellectual Property.   
 Certification on Summer Internship from “Electric loco shed Kanpur (INDIAN RAILWAYS).  
 Certification as best coordinator for organizing the college fest Techestraa 2015.   
 Certification by Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad in 10th

 standard. 
 
   

COLLEGE PROJECT   

Title: A MULTIUTILITY CHAIR   

Technology & Operations :  2-D drafting, Hinge mechanism, assembly workbench, workshop 
operations (cutting, drilling, shaper, planner, gas welding, and finishing operations). 
   
Function of project :  Multiutility chair = 1- normal chair, 2- study chair, 3- ladder cum shelf, 4- 
rocking chair  



  
Brief Description:  

 The present invention relates the convertible furniture design of a convertible chair having 
wood dependent movements to perform multiple functions with the help of its unique design, 
structure, including hinge assembly for conversion of chair into ladder cum shelf.   
 It performs rocking action and a study chair with the help of a uniquely designed rocker and 
table arm. 
 It saves the Floor space area and the need for different individual chairs. 

  
HOBBIES 
   

 Listening songs.   
 Reading novels and poetry.   
 Watching movies (sci-fiction).   
 Playing Cricket.   
 Image Tracing & Sketching.   
 

PERSONAL INFORMATION   
 

Father’s Name -  Mr. Manoj Kumar Tripathi   

Date of Birth -  25th September 1994   

Sex - Male   

Nationality - Indian   

Languages Known - English and Hindi, Awadhi and Bhojpuri (Regional language)   

Marital Status - Single.   

Contact Number -  +91-9582377251. 

 

Hometown  Village & post- Bhandariya bazaar, Siddhartha nagar (Uttar Pradesh), 
India, Pin Code - 272189  

 

DECLARATION 
   
I hereby declare that all the details furnished above are true to the best of my knowledge.  
 
 
Date:  
 
Signature:  


